About Windey
Zhejiang Windey Co., Ltd. is state-owned enterprise (SOE), which provides customized wind
energy solutions for global clients, mainly focuses on wind turbine research and design
(R&D), manufacturing and sales, operation and maintenance (O&M), etc.
Windey starts wind energy R&D from 1972, a laboratory named Zhejiang Machinery and
Electrical Institute Wind Energy Research Laboratory. The mass production of wind turbines
launches from 2001 and main products nowadays are 1.5MW, 2.0MW, 2.5MW onshore wind
turbines and 5.0MW offshore wind turbines. With more than 5,000 turbines operates around
the world, the installed capacity of turbines amounts over 6 GW, and the average power
efficiency of wind farm reaches over 98%.
Windey is based in Hangzhou, Zhejiang province and a branch office in Beijing, company
distributes production bases in Zhejiang (1,000MW), Hebei (500MW), Ningxia (500MW)
provinces, to make sure an attentive service and support for clients.
Windey is made up of 1,300 professionals, many of whom develop advanced technology in
our company and meet with clients around the world. Importantly, there are 4 professional
engineers receive the National Special Allowance. These experienced and skilled
professionals are working together to make Windey’s mission a reality. This is what makes
Windey a truly great company to cooperate with.
With the development of wind energy, Windey is no longer devoted into manufacturing but
wind farm investment, turbine O&M and technical update. Respond to “the Belt and Road
Initiatives”, oversea wind energy market has become one of the most important extension.
Windey expands its position as the world’s leading supplier of modern energy solutions, the
customized-design turbines have been successfully output to Kazakhstan, Iran, and Poland etc.
Windey’s turbine has received its best feedback from clients because of reliable operation and
high efficiency, and confirmed the company’s belief in renewable energy as a source of
growth in the future.

